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This book is a practical guide to discovering and exploiting security flaws in web applications.
The authors explain each category of vulnerability using real-world examples, screen shots
and code extracts. The book is extremely practical in focus, and describes in detail the steps
involved in detecting and exploiting each kind of security weakness found within a variety of
applications such as online banking, e-commerce and other web applications. The topics
covered include bypassing login mechanisms, injecting code, exploiting logic flaws and
compromising other users. Because every web application is different, attacking them entails
bringing to bear various general principles, techniques and experience in an imaginative way.
The most successful hackers go beyond this, and find ways to automate their bespoke attacks.
This handbook describes a proven methodology that combines the virtues of human
intelligence and computerized brute force, often with devastating results. The authors are
professional penetration testers who have been involved in web application security for nearly
a decade. They have presented training courses at the Black Hat security conferences
throughout the world. Under the alias "PortSwigger", Dafydd developed the popular Burp Suite
of web application hack tools.
“At the core, Hit Refresh, is about us humans and the unique quality we call empathy, which
will become ever more valuable in a world where the torrent of technology will disrupt the
status quo like never before.” – Satya Nadella from Hit Refresh “Satya has charted a course
for making the most of the opportunities created by technology while also facing up to the hard
questions.” – Bill Gates from the Foreword of Hit Refresh The New York Times bestseller Hit
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Refresh is about individual change, about the transformation happening inside of Microsoft and
the technology that will soon impact all of our lives—the arrival of the most exciting and
disruptive wave of technology humankind has experienced: artificial intelligence, mixed reality,
and quantum computing. It’s about how people, organizations, and societies can and must
transform and “hit refresh” in their persistent quest for new energy, new ideas, and continued
relevance and renewal. Microsoft’s CEO tells the inside story of the company’s continuing
transformation, tracing his own personal journey from a childhood in India to leading some of
the most significant technological changes in the digital era. Satya Nadella explores a
fascinating childhood before immigrating to the U.S. and how he learned to lead along the way.
He then shares his meditations as a sitting CEO—one who is mostly unknown following the
brainy Bill Gates and energetic Steve Ballmer. He tells the inside story of how a company
rediscovered its soul—transforming everything from culture to their fiercely competitive
landscape and industry partnerships. As much a humanist as engineer and executive, Nadella
concludes with his vision for the coming wave of technology and by exploring the potential
impact to society and delivering call to action for world leaders. “Ideas excite me,” Nadella
explains. “Empathy grounds and centers me.” Hit Refresh is a set of reflections, meditations,
and recommendations presented as algorithms from a principled, deliberative leader searching
for improvement—for himself, for a storied company, and for society.
Stonewall Book Award Honor Book winner Ivan Coyote is a celebrated storyteller and the
author of ten previous books, including Gender Failure (with Rae Spoon) and One in Every
Crowd, a collection for LGBT youth. Tomboy Survival Guide is a funny and moving memoir told
in stories, in which Ivan recounts the pleasures and difficulties of growing up a tomboy in
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Canada’s Yukon, and how they learned to embrace their tomboy past while carving out a
space for those of us who don’t fit neatly into boxes or identities or labels. Ivan writes movingly
about many firsts: the first time they were mistaken for a boy; the first time they purposely
discarded their bikini top so they could join the boys at the local swimming pool; and the first
time they were chastised for using the women’s washroom. Ivan also explores their years as a
young butch, dealing with new infatuations and old baggage, and life as a gender-box-defying
adult, in which they offer advice to young people while seeking guidance from others. (And for
tomboys in training, there are even directions on building your very own unicorn trap.) Tomboy
Survival Guide warmly recounts Ivan’s adventures and mishaps as a diffident yet free-spirited
tomboy, and maps their journey through treacherous gender landscapes and a maze of labels
that don’t quite stick, to a place of self-acceptance and an authentic and personal strength.
These heartfelt, funny, and moving stories are about the culture of difference—a “guide” to
being true to one’s self.
A retelling of the classic tale of "Little Red Riding Hood" transfered to the Chihuahua Desert of
the American Southwest features local food.
Are you bored with being so proper? Do you want to have more fun? Mr. Tiger knows exactly
how you feel. So he decides to go wild. But does he go too far? From Caldecott Honor artist
Peter Brown comes a story that shows there's a time and place for everything...even going
wild.
National Book Award Finalist! Instant New York Times Bestseller! The Absolutely True Diary of
a Part-Time Indian meets Jane the Virgin in this poignant but often laugh-out-loud funny
contemporary YA about losing a sister and finding yourself amid the pressures, expectations,
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and stereotypes of growing up in a Mexican American home. Perfect Mexican daughters do
not go away to college. And they do not move out of their parents' house after high school
graduation. Perfect Mexican daughters never abandon their family. But Julia is not your perfect
Mexican daughter. That was Olga's role. Then a tragic accident on the busiest street in
Chicago leaves Olga dead and Julia left behind to reassemble the shattered pieces of her
family. And no one seems to acknowledge that Julia is broken, too. Instead, her mother seems
to channel her grief into pointing out every possible way Julia has failed. But it's not long before
Julia discovers that Olga might not have been as perfect as everyone thought. With the help of
her best friend, Lorena, and her first love (first everything), Connor, Julia is determined to find
out. Was Olga really what she seemed? Or was there more to her sister's story? And either
way, how can Julia even attempt to live up to a seemingly impossible ideal?
This book investigates the role of executive scandals in the contemporary American political
landscape.
Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and villains, charged with towering questions of good and
evil, Atlas Shrugged is Ayn Rand’s magnum opus: a philosophical revolution told in the form of
an action thriller—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great
American Read. Who is John Galt? When he says that he will stop the motor of the world, is he
a destroyer or a liberator? Why does he have to fight his battles not against his enemies but
against those who need him most? Why does he fight his hardest battle against the woman he
loves? You will know the answer to these questions when you discover the reason behind the
baffling events that play havoc with the lives of the amazing men and women in this book. You
will discover why a productive genius becomes a worthless playboy...why a great steel
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industrialist is working for his own destruction...why a composer gives up his career on the
night of his triumph...why a beautiful woman who runs a transcontinental railroad falls in love
with the man she has sworn to kill. Atlas Shrugged, a modern classic and Rand’s most
extensive statement of Objectivism—her groundbreaking philosophy—offers the reader the
spectacle of human greatness, depicted with all the poetry and power of one of the twentieth
century’s leading artists.

GREAT GIFT IDEAS | COLOURING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS This incredible Adult
Coloring Book by best-selling artist This book is the perfect way to relieve stress and
while enjoying beautiful and highly detailed images. Product Details: Printed single
sided on bright white paper Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality paper Large
Size format 8.5" x 11.0" pages
In the spirit of Gretchen Rubin’s megaseller The Happiness Project and Eric Weiner’s
The Geography of Bliss, a journalist embarks on a project to discover what it takes to
love where you live The average restless American will move 11.7 times in a lifetime.
For Melody Warnick, it was move #6, from Austin, Texas, to Blacksburg, Virginia, that
threatened to unhinge her. In the lonely aftermath of unpacking, she wondered: Aren’t
we supposed to put down roots at some point? How does the place we live become the
place we want to stay? This time, she had an epiphany. Rather than hold her breath
and hope this new town would be her family’s perfect fit, she would figure out how to
fall in love with it—no matter what. How we come to feel at home in our towns and cities
is what Warnick sets out to discover in This Is Where You Belong. She dives into the
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body of research around place attachment—the deep sense of connection that binds
some of us to our cities and increases our physical and emotional well-being—then
travels to towns across America to see it in action. Inspired by a growing movement of
placemaking, she examines what its practitioners are doing to create likeable locales.
She also speaks with frequent movers and loyal stayers around the country to learn
what draws highly mobile Americans to a new city, and what makes us stay. The best
ideas she imports to her adopted hometown of Blacksburg for a series of Love Where
You Live experiments designed to make her feel more locally connected. Dining with
her neighbors. Shopping Small Business Saturday. Marching in the town Christmas
parade. Can these efforts make a halfhearted resident happier? Will Blacksburg be the
place she finally stays? What Warnick learns will inspire you to embrace your own
community—and perhaps discover that the place where you live right now . . . is home.
RIDMARK ARBAN is the Gray Knight, outcast and exiled from the High King's realm.
Yet he alone sees the danger of the terrible Frostborn, the creatures that will sheathe
the world in ice and quench all life. But none of the lords of the realm believe his
warnings. And his enemies want him dead...and the secret allies of the Frostborn wish
to silence him forever. As old foes and new enemies close around him, Ridmark must
fight for his life. Or else the Frostborn will return, bringing eternal ice and darkness with
them.
"From Ritual to Romance" by Jessie Laidlay Weston. Published by Good Press. Good
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Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
TINKER BELL TALKS, Tales of a Pixie Dusted Life, is a memoir of Margaret Kerry and
the magic of being Walt Disney's Tinker Bell a Hollywood kid-performer who turns into a
Hollywood grown-up entertainer and story teller ... dozens of show-biz photos (including
rare 'Little Rascals' images) along with unique art work to keep things even more
interesting. The book is a dance through a life that's always been tempered with FAITH
TRUST and PIXIE DUST! The book is divided into 6 parts (so the author could keep
track). PART ONE: A child-actress at Warner Brothers, Hal Roach, MGM tap dancing
acting growing up with a Hollywood Mother. PART TWO: An eager teenager in films on
stage learning a cockamamie view of life at dance studios night clubs school. PART
THREE: A happy-to-please teenager finding the way local and network TV shows RKO
and Eddie Cantor and a new name. PART FOUR: Courtin' married on ABC-TV cast as
Tinker Bell in Disney's Peter Pan Marc Davis Walt Disney Disneyland Traveling for Tink
to London aboard the Disney Magic. PART FIVE: Cast as the Mermaid in Peter Pan
600 voice-over jobs for cartoons growing a family starting a riot on campus work with
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The 3 Stooges Andy Griffith George Clinton The Lone Ranger Public Relations exec.
PART SIX: At USC KKLA 99.5 FM finding my family losing a husband and finding a
new husband Tink's trips and stories then ... suddenly I'm 80 and attending a birthday
bash!!
A companion to the Caldecott Honor book A Big Mooncake for Little Star! A
heartwarming and tender picture book introducing readers to their first snow, from
award-winning, bestselling author-illustrator Grace Lin. When it was quiet, Little Snow
grinned and then jumped, jumped, jumped! Little Snow loves the new big, soft bed
Mommy made him for the long, cold winter nights. But Mommy says this bed is for
sleeping, not jumping! What happens when he can't resist jump, jump, jumping on his
new fluffy, bouncy bed? Bestselling and award-winning author Grace Lin artfully
introduces young readers to their first snow through striking illustrations and
heartwarming moments.
Android Crash Course: Step By Step Guide to Mastering Android App
Programming!Want to learn Android Programming? Need to learn it?Want to develop
an app quick and easy?How about starting an app from scratch? Learn the step by step
of building an app through programming?PG Wizards gives you a walk through from
building android apps to running them to finally testing them!And don't worry PG
Wizards walks you through publishing the App as well!You will get all your basic
information as well for all new programmers!Such as Operating systems & SDK and
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beyond!Whether your just starting out or looking to reinforce your current skills? Perfect
either way everything & anything you could think about will be in this book!The most
economical buys that will get you all you need to know to learn Android programming
quickly and efficiently!Purchase now and don't wait as Android Crash Course
"Pixels to Premieres" is a collection of over 50 essays by film critic Mark McPherson on
the wild history of video game movies. Spanning over 30 years worth of movies, this
book covers a number of different video game movies including...-Video Game to Movie
Adaptations: Super Mario Bros.Street FighterResident Evil-Video Game Themed
Movies: TRONWreck-It RalphPixel-Video Game Documentaries: The King of
KongSecond SkinIndie Game: The Movie
This unique painting and coloring book offers a fun and easy way to get into a creative flow
and wash away stress. Printed on luxe watercolor paper excellent for paints, marker, pencil, or
any coloring medium, the sumi-ink outlines from celebrated stationer Linda & Harriett become
vivid, frame-worthy works of art with just a few splashes of color. A sturdy backing board
makes it easy to work on any surface, while single-sided removable pages are perfect for
easily sharing or displaying finished pieces.
Embedded Android is for Developers wanting to create embedded systems based on Android
and for those wanting to port Android to new hardware, or creating a custom development
environment. Hackers and moders will also find this an indispensible guide to how Android
works.
A sassy tortilla, so light she jumps off the griddle, leads an elaborate game of chase through
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the desert while taunting a passel of critters—two horned toads, three donkeys, four jackrabbits,
five rattlesnakes, and six buckaroos. But has she met her match in Señor Coyote?
The author of "Across the Wire" offers brilliant investigative reporting of what went wrong
when, in May 2001, a group of 26 men attempted to cross the Mexican border into the desert
of southern Arizona. Only 12 men came back out. "Superb . . . Nothing less than a saga on the
scale of the Exodus and an ordeal as heartbreaking as the Passion . . . The book comes vividly
alive with a richness of language and a mastery of narrative detail that only the most gifted of
writers are able to achieve.--"Los Angeles Times Book Review."
With her signature straightforward style, Paytas inspires young girls, preteens, and teenagers
to embrace their plus-sized bodies and enter the world with confidence. In a world where the
media, and women themselves, seem to hang the value of a female's self-worth on the size of
her waist, Paytas provides a refreshing alternative to the incessant body bashing. Focusing on
the need to love yourself first, she offers easy-to-follow tips on how to get to a place of total selfconfidence.
Description
Discover How To Make Your First $1000 Online and Quit Your Day Job! Now includes a
special FREE REPORT "3 Fool Proof Ways To Use Social Media To Boost Your Internet
Marketing Efforts" at the end of this book! This book contains proven steps and strategies on
how to earn your first $1000 in passive income from the comfort of your home using affiliate
marketing. Full of fresh ideas, step-by-step instructions and screenshots, even a complete
beginner can take advantage of this information and start to make money from home and build
a successful online business. Do you need some extra cash in your pocket to pay the bills, or
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save up for Christmas? A little extra income to buffer your savings? How about setting up a fulltime business at home? Earning an income online using affiliate marketing is a perfect way to
do all these things, without spending huge amounts of time or money doing it. There are lots of
different ways to earn some money online, from setting up a blog, using YouTube to have your
say, or selling products through eBay. This guide will teach you several ways to get your online
business going. Soon, you'll be earning your first $1000 through passive income! In This Book
You Will Learn... The Basics of Passive IncomeBlogs and WebsitesBuilding a Subscriber
BaseCharging For a CommunityMaking an AppYouTube VideosMaking a PodcastSelling
Products Take action today and start building your online business empire!
Coyote & CrowThe Role Playing Game

Peppa and her family have won a trip to Hollywood to star in Super Potato's new
film, Vegetables in Space! On their way, they go to New York and the Grand
Canyon before finally arriving at the film studio in Hollywood. In the film,
hundreds of carrots are zooming down from space and destroying the universe.
Who will help save the day? This picture book story with a very glittery cover is
based on the exciting new special 4-part episode.
A retired airline pilot takes a series of road trips across the United States and
Canada to interview some of the last living World War II bomber pilots and flight
crewmembers. From B-17, B-24, B-25 and Avro Lancaster former crewmember
interviews, and diary excerpts from an ill-fated B-29 crew, many never before
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heard stories, often tying into famous events, are presented along with photos.
The final chapter profiles a current B-17 restoration project at Grimes Field,
Urbana, Ohio, bringing together veterans of the war and volunteers of all ages.
Aspiring to be the fastest sprinter on his elite middle school's track team, gifted
runner Ghost finds his goal challenged by a tragic past with a violent father.
"You've stumbled on to something much larger than you can possibly imagine."
In the dead of night, a cloaked figure drags a heavy box through snow-covered
streets. The chest, covered in images of mythical beasts, can only be opened
when the fangs of its serpent's-head clasp taste blood. Centuries later, in an
Oxford library, a boy touches a strange book and feels something pierce his
finger. The volume is blank, wordless, but its paper has fine veins running
through it and seems to quiver, as if it's alive. Words begin to appear on the
page--words no one but the boy can see. And so unfolds a timeless secret . . . .
"Juliet is failing to juggle motherhood and her stalled-out dissertation on
confessional poetry when her husband, Michael, informs her that he wants to
leave his job and buy a sailboat. With their two kids - Sybil, age seven, and
George, age two - Juliet and Michael set off for Panama, where their forty-four
foot sailboat awaits them. The initial result is transformative; the marriage is given
a gust of energy, Juliet emerges from her depression, and the children quickly
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embrace the joys of being feral children at sea. Despite the stresses of being
novice sailors, the family learns to crew the boat together on the ever-changing
sea. The vast horizons and isolated islands offer Juliet and Michael reprieve until they are tested by the unforeseen. Sea Wife is told in gripping dual
perspectives: Juliet's first person narration, after the journey, as she struggles to
come to terms with the life-changing events that unfolded at sea, and Michael's
captain's log, which provides a riveting, slow-motion account of these same
inexorable events, a dialogue that reveals the fault lines created by personal
history and political divisions."--Publisher description.
Developed from her tremendously popular blog, this book offers the inspiring and
beautifully illustrated account of the author's experiences raising an orphaned
coyote as a beloved pet. Full-color photographs throughout.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity
were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children
lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the
mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his
children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary
painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family.
When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining
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town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to
fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will
to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of
unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.
Coyote & Crow the Role Playing Game is a tabletop role playing game set in an
alternate future where colonization of the Americas never occurred. Players take
on the roles of characters imbued with the powers of the Adahnehdi and can
explore an incredible world of science fiction and fantasy. Written and developed
by a team of Native Americans, this book contains everything you need - except
some twelve sided dice - to create incredible new stories in this vivid and original
world.
Instant New York Times bestseller · Hilarious stories and advice about the ups and downs of
growing up, from a popular YouTube artist and storyteller. Like any shy teen turned young
adult, YouTube star James Rallison ("The Odd 1s Out") is used to being on the outside looking
in. He wasn't partying in high school or winning football games like his older brother. Instead,
he posted comics on the Internet. Now, he's ready to share his hard-earned advice from his 21
years of life in the funny, relatable voice his fans love. In this illustrated collection, Rallison tells
his own stories of growing up as the "odd one out": in art class with his twin sister (she was
more talented), in the middle school locker room, and up to one strange year of college (he
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dropped out). Each story is filled with the little lessons he picked up along the way, serious and
otherwise, like: * How to be cool (in seventh grade) * Why it's OK to be second-best at
something, and * How to survive your first, confidence-killing job interviews Filled with fanfavorite comics and never-before-seen material, this tongue-in-cheek take on some of the
weirdest, funniest parts of life is perfect for both avid followers and new converts.
Our lives give direction for others to follow, whether wrong or right. Too many times, we give in
and do what we want, instead of seeking the Lord's will. We feel stuck with so many questions
about the life God has given to us, but fail to think about what we have done to impact others'
lives. In this book, see how people impact others' lives positively or negatively. You will be
challenged to be conscious of the impact your life makes.
American Book Award Winner: A “moving, intimate” account of serving as a translator for
undocumented children facing deportation (The New York Times Book Review). Nonfiction
Finalist for the Kirkus Prize Finalist for National Book Critics Circle Award for Criticism
Structured around the forty questions volunteer worker Valeria Luiselli translates from a court
system form and asks undocumented Latin American children facing deportation, Tell Me How
It Ends humanizes these young migrants and highlights the contradiction between the idea of
America as a fiction for immigrants and the reality of racism and fear—here and back home.
“Luiselli’s prose is always lush and astute, but this long essay, which borrows its framework
from questions on the cold, bureaucratic work sheets with which she became so familiar (for
example, ‘Did anything happen on your trip to the U.S. that scared or hurt you?’), is teeming
with urgency…In this slim volume about the spectacular failure of the American Dream, she tells
the stories of the unnamed children she’s encountered and their fears and desires, as well as
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her own family’s immigration story.” —Vulture “Worthy of inclusion in a great American (and
international) canon of writing about migration.” –Texas Observer “A powerful indictment of
American immigration policy, [Tell Me How It Ends] examines a system that has failed child
refugees in particular.” —Financial Times “Masterfully blends journalism, auto/biography, and
political history into a compelling and cohesive narrative. . . . Luiselli uses the personal to get
political but smartly sidesteps identity politics to focus on policy instead.”—The Rumpus
To save a stranger's life, she put her own in the hands of a man who represented everything
she loathed. Young CEO Marie Archer was shocked when her brother, Joseph, returned from
the Middle East with a contract for a new office in the Kingdom of Alfaidya, a royal fiancée, and
a wedding four days away. Despite her concern over his rush to get married, there was nothing
Marie wouldn't do for Joseph. She silenced the alarm bells echoing in her head and traveled
halfway across the world with him to attend the wedding. The language barrier in Alfaidya
disoriented Marie, and she was bewildered when traditions demanded her involvement in the
ceremony as the groom's sister. The bride's brother, Crown Prince Mazen Alfaidy, fascinated
Marie; a breathtakingly handsome man with mysterious eyes, his silent attentions to her only
increased her confusion. The last thing she expected was the brutal betrayal by her beloved
brother, forcing her into an arranged marriage with Prince Mazen to seal a Sisters Trading
deal. Confined in the palace with a perfect stranger - a husband she doesn't know or trust Marie's life is riddled with lies and secrets. Royal intrigue, traditions, and rules have put her in
danger. Now, the new princess has a lot to learn, and many black keys to find. Can she open
her heart to a world so unlike her own, or will her prejudices prevent her from finding
happiness? Because when it comes to love, rules blur and traditions fade.
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • In this urgent, authoritative book, Bill Gates sets out a
wide-ranging, practical—and accessible—plan for how the world can get to zero greenhouse gas
emissions in time to avoid a climate catastrophe. Bill Gates has spent a decade investigating
the causes and effects of climate change. With the help of experts in the fields of physics,
chemistry, biology, engineering, political science, and finance, he has focused on what must be
done in order to stop the planet's slide to certain environmental disaster. In this book, he not
only explains why we need to work toward net-zero emissions of greenhouse gases, but also
details what we need to do to achieve this profoundly important goal. He gives us a clear-eyed
description of the challenges we face. Drawing on his understanding of innovation and what it
takes to get new ideas into the market, he describes the areas in which technology is already
helping to reduce emissions, where and how the current technology can be made to function
more effectively, where breakthrough technologies are needed, and who is working on these
essential innovations. Finally, he lays out a concrete, practical plan for achieving the goal of
zero emissions—suggesting not only policies that governments should adopt, but what we as
individuals can do to keep our government, our employers, and ourselves accountable in this
crucial enterprise. As Bill Gates makes clear, achieving zero emissions will not be simple or
easy to do, but if we follow the plan he sets out here, it is a goal firmly within our reach.
Presents instructions for creating Android applications for mobile devices using Java.
If you’ve ever started your day with Rick and Bubba, you know the unmistakable drawl of
those two crazy Alabama boys. What you may not know is that they almost weren’t “Rick and
Bubba.” From their glory days of homemade “radio stations,” youthful athletic ambition, and
redneck Shakespearean monologues, Rick and Bubba spent decades working out the
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personalities you hear today on their syndicated morning talk show. Born in a little studio
behind a skating rink, The Rick and Bubba Show filled the airwaves with a voice never before
heard on morning radio. We Be Big follows the winding road that led Rick Burgess and Bill
“Bubba” Bussey onto the right path after years of missing the off-ramp. Find out how what
started as a comedy routine evolved into a genuine conversation that more than 3.5 million
people listen in on each week; and learn all the stories behind Rick and Bubba’s famous on-air
hijinks, times of uncertainty, and unwavering faith in the face of tragedy. Meet the two “sexiest
fat men alive,” and experience the hilarity and heartbreak of their unforgettable story.
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